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Cell phones and portable music devices such as iPods have clearly had a profound impact on
social interaction in public space, if not elsewhere. It has become increasingly difficult to
feel part of the larger community, when everyone seems to be in his or her own private,
virtual reality—often communicating with an unseen partner in a foreign language (perhaps
about which grapefruit or cereal to buy) via an almost invisible Bluetooth connection or
transfixed by whatever emanates from an MP3 player. Traditional notions of privacy and
civility have been suspended, modified, or altogether abandoned. Are any substitutes in
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sight? And how do people manage such complex multitasking without colliding with one
another? These are important questions.

Curiously, aside from Gergen's (2003) philosophical ruminations, psychologists seem
to have almost completely ignored issues raised by these new technologies. Rich Ling's well
written but poorly edited little book, New Tech, New Ties: How Mobile Communication Is
Reshaping Social Cohesion may turn the tide.

Ling is an American sociologist who works for the Norwegian telecommunications
company Telenor. As such, it is not surprising that he paints an almost uniformly positive
picture of what he calls mediated communication. He does an excellent job showing how
voice and text messaging via cell phones can strengthen already existing bonds among
individuals and within small groups by allowing people to communicate when they are not
“copresent” and when they are simultaneously doing other things (like attending lectures).

He provides useful summaries of relatively inaccessible research conducted not only
in Scandinavia (Fortunati, 2003) but in such disparate place as Japan (Ito, 2004) and the
Philippines (National Statistical Coordination Board, 2007). The author also includes his
own usually interesting interpretations of overheard phone conversations. But, leaving aside
issues of ethics and sampling, how much confidence can one have when Ling hears only half
of the conversation, which is often in a language (Norwegian) that he admittedly may not
understand very well?

There is also a major conceptual problem with this limited (what about pods and cable
TV, for example?) and psychologically disappointing volume. To sociologists, societies and
communities consist not of individuals, with their own needs and idiosyncratic interaction
patterns, but of predictable, repetitive behaviors and shared attitudes and values. The concept
of ritual is one way of conceptualizing these linkages, which guarantee group continuity.

Ling embeds the framework he uses to study mobile communication in what he sees
as three interrelated sociological treatments of social cohesion. Emile Durkheim (1912/1954;
1893/1997), one of the fathers of modern sociology, was concerned with what he called
“organic solidarity.” What forces tie individuals to large social groupings such as the nation
or tribe? Durkheim's approach was fundamentally different from Erving Goffman's (1967)
focus on the unstated, shared assumptions and expectations that lie behind small-scale, face-
to-face interactions. It is also at variance with Randall Collins's (2004) more recent but quite
different exploration of interaction ritual chains. These three bodies of work may all deal
with social cohesion. In the process, however, the concept is so expanded as to lose all
specificity and operational utility.

Theory aside, the last 4 of the 10 chapters in this book can provide a useful starting
point and terminology for psychologists interested in technological impacts on social
interaction. These chapters are “Co-Present Interaction and Mobile Communication,”
“Mobile Telephony and Mediated Ritual Interaction,” “Bounded Solidarity: Mobile
Communication and Cohesion in the Familiar Sphere,” and “The Recalibration of Social
Cohesion.”



Ling is surely correct that cell phones are useful and can strengthen already-existing
social bonds. But, on a more macro level, whether cell phones strengthen or weaken social
cohesion is not at all clear. Furthermore, what about people who want to disengage from or
limit the penetration of media-enhanced social networks? How about isolated individuals
who would like to participate? And where do iPods and other devices fit into this picture?

Unfortunately we have probably missed the opportunity to conduct sorely needed
longitudinal investigations of the impact of these relatively new but firmly entrenched
technologies on social interaction and cohesion. Maybe we can be better prepared for the
next revolution. Ling's work helps a little here.

In the meantime, though, this book will be of interest to communications researchers
and theorists and to psychologists interested in how technology may influence dyadic
interaction, community and societal integration, and perhaps also identity politics.
Considering the pervasiveness of cell phone use and how readily the topic elicits heated
exchanges among students, the book might also be used as a “teaser” in undergraduate social
psychology and research methods courses.
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